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LIFE

  Across
 1 Spice rack item revealed 

by horse and page (3,4)
 11 Plenty of space, we’re 

told, for nursing with a 
head cold (6)

 12 Deserts featuring brown 
palms (7)

 14 Nasty creature in the 
presidential car! (5)

 15 Cold – it’s good wearing  
a hat! (5)

 16 Chap stops Conservative 
speculation (6)

 19 A nice mild rum is 
restorative (9)

 21 Worried escort carrying 
egg on two-wheeler (7)

 24 Down with these folk  
who frustrate turning 
northwestward (9)

 26 Han Solo and me arranged 
house-buyers’ advances 
(4,5)

 29 Returning to knight for 
rice dish (7)

 30 One song by new  
Christian (9)

 32 Know French right away, 
when arriving at Eastern 
département (6)

 33 Mean one ’n’ tenpence (6)
 35 Alternative pieces, 

cycling, were large (5)
 36 Father, say, in risky 

venture (5)
 37 Mixed aloe vera, getting 

rid of very dark spots (7)
 38 Go and fix (6)
 39 Liberates partners inside 

France’s second largest 
prison (7)

 40 Commercial appearing in 
capital’s radar antenna 
housings (7)

  Down
 2 Antiquated address to 

soldiers in Gulf state (5)
 3 Let us discuss our 

openings for game (4)
 4 Making it tremble and 

break easily (9)
 6 Sad, even when swapped 

(4,4)
 7 Arrive at junction in  

a flurry (6)
 8 Excuse old disguise (10)
 9 Indian cricketer, Farouk,  

is a road constructor (8)
 10 On board, having rotten 

seats (7)
 13 Netflix drama at PH (3,5)
 20 Getting excited about  

lawn treatment? (8)
 22 Penny felt bitter and 

showed it! (9)
 23 Good eater drunk more 

vino (8)
 25 Batty said head was 

creative (3,5)
 28 Three times for the 

choirboy (6)
 29 Lone cowboy is Ibrox 

footballer? (6)
 34 Some petty point in the 

proofs? (4)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on 
29 April. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2649, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. 

Crossword 
2649:  
Shut up shop  
by Doc

Rumpety pumpety
Dactyls when doublesome
Typically trip off the
Orator’s tongue.
Rhythmically rigorous
Characteristically
Fun for all ages and
Better when sung.
Joe Houlihan

Adept at prose, I strained to be poetic,
Given the talent Erato releases.
The wish was there, the outcome quite pathetic.
 
Failure. My ego crumbled into pieces.
I sadly lacked the Whitman-Ginsberg touch,
Unvarnished wit. I needed some prosthesis.
 
Disabled at free verse, I had to clutch
Whatever aids could lift me from the mire.
There, rhyme and metre acted as a crutch.
 
Dante, you played a blinder to inspire
Whole centuries of greats and not-so-greats
But seldom the insipid or the dire.
 
The chain of terza rima calibrates
Infinity, so when you hit the wall
Be thankful for the impulse it creates.
 
Relax and finish with a dying fall.
Basil Ransome-Davies

Oh what a lovely sonnet this one is –
How gloriously, in only fourteen lines
It somehow, without fuss or strain, combines
Its honest wisdom with linguistic fizz.
How surely it from line to line progresses,
With subtle tact approaching the sublime –
How neatly every line-end finds a rhyme.
How deep the aesthetic issues it addresses.
How nice a man its poet has to be
To make a work so rich and so impressive,
So full of thoughts, yet focused, not digressive;
It is a work of solid quality –
So neatly made! And notice how it flows
Towards its perfect and so poignant close.
George Simmers

When normal folk wrote formal verse
I heard a poet say,
Beware a fast-approaching curse;
Free verse will soon hold sway.
All formal rules will be destroyed
And cause poetic blight.
Free verse is not the real McCoy
But it’s easier to write.
I found its ‘freedoms’ so perverse
That I forbore to try it.
So I’m still writing formal verse
Though fewer folk now buy it.
Today free verse is just a joke
To those of us who know it’s
Clearly made too many folk
Believe that they are poets.
Martin Parker

NO. 3347: NURSERY CRIMES

You are invited to submit a nursery rhyme 
written in the style of a hard-boiled crime 
novel. Please email entries of up to 16 lines 
or 150 words to competition@spectator.
co.uk by 24 April. 
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SOLUTION TO 2646: TOO MANY (IN MEMORIAM)

The unclued lights were the cooks known as the  
TWO FAT LADIES at 18/2 who were 25/8 and 29A/38/3) 
and the HAIRY BIKERS at 14/3 who are/were 31 and 
‘In memoriam’ 26/10. 
First prize R.A. Percy, Southport, North Carolina, USA
Runners-up Peter Tanner, Hertford; James Bristol, 
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

The unclued lights (three pairs 
and two individually and two of 
which are of two words) are now 
of a kind.
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